360°
Allround Bird view System
360° Bird view System

Why a 360° solution?

Often accidents occur because of a limited or bad view of the driver’s surroundings.

Increase operational safety by giving the driver a 360° view from around the vehicle. Facilitate manoeuvring of the vehicle.
Characteristics

- 4 AHD cameras (Analogue High Definition)
- 1080 pixels (very high resolution)
- Wide diagonal angle of view (190°) and horizontal angle of view (170°)
- HD video recorder
- Coupled to a 7” monitor
- Seamless transition between cameras on the monitor
- Choice in horizontal or vertical image must be specified when ordering
Applications

- Help when parking
- Driving and maneuvering in small alleys

Usable for different vehicle types: forklifts, trucks, cranes, etc.
V2S, the technology for your safety.

Together we would like to look for a solution for your visibility and safety problems.

info@v2s.eu
0032/485.03.75.88